UNSW Lecture Recordings+ is a service that supports learning and teaching in a range of teaching modes with tools that can be used by students before, during and after class. **Transforming lectures** will show you how this versatile technology can lead to improved outcomes, and exemplars from UNSW academics showcase this on our **Teacher Tips** page.

The UNSW Lecture Recordings+ service, when activated for a course, enables automated capture of lectures with recordings available to students via their Moodle course site. **Getting started** will explain everything you need to know about lecture recordings.

A suite of lecture tools that promote and support active learning are integrated with the lecture capture technology. **Active Learning** will enable you to implement these tools in your teaching.

---

- Explore the benefits and strategies for active learning
- Learn the basics of lecture recording
- Implement lecture tools, analytics and more
- Learn more about privacy, copyright and more
- Direct answers to common queries
- Find out who to contact when you need help